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	Provides an overview of reproductive rights and technology, a review of the relevant law, a chronology, biographical sketches, and an annotated bibliography.
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Yogurt Every Day: Healthy and Delicious Recipes for Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner and DessertRandom House, 2017

	Hailed as a superfood and loved for its cool, tangy taste, yogurt's popularity continues to grow. Yogurt Every Day feeds this frenzy for yogurt, serving up 75 delicious recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks and dessert, including how to make your own yogurt at home.
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exams 70-648 & 70-649): Transitioning Your MCSA/MCSE to Windows Server® 2008Microsoft Press, 2009
Your 2-in-1 Self-Paced Training Kit includes exam prep and practice for Exams 70-648 and 70-649.Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on the 70-648 and 70-649 upgrade exams for the new Microsoft® Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS): Windows Server 2008...
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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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Life Coaching For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Become a life coach-for yourself and others-with this practical, informative guide


	If you're interested in doing away with negative beliefs, making a significant change in your life, and, finally, create-and live-the life you want, life coaching is the key. In this practical introduction, you will learn the empowering...
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Oracle 10g/11g Data and Database Management UtilitiesPackt Publishing, 2009

	Does your database look complicated? Are you finding it difficult to interact with it? Database interaction is a part of the daily routine for all database professionals. Using Oracle Utilities the user can benefit from improved maintenance windows, optimized backups, faster data transfers, and more reliable security and in general can do...
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Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday LawGale, 2006
The Gale Encyclopedia of Everyday Law is a twovolume encyclopedia of practical information on laws and issues affecting people’s everyday lives. Readers will turn to this work for help in answering questions such as, “What is involved in estate planning?” “Do I have any recourse to noisy neighbors?” and “What are...
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